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German audio processor

TD Class
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Combining the excellent sound of Class AB and the 

power efficiency of the Class D amplifiers, TD Class 

technology allows lightweight amplifiers to deliver 

powerful and high-quality signal at the same time. 

In this amplifiers the power supply tracks the audio 

signal at all frequencies, supplying the required rail 

voltage while at the same time reserving additional 

headroom. The superior efficiency reached by TD 

Class allows greater power density while 

minimizing cooling requirements, yet sound quality 

matches the best class AB design.

IMD Series signal processing system is based on a 

4th generation german DSP module  that features 

96 kHz audio clock frequency and extended 

network capabilities. Thanks to its on board 2 input 

channels (analogue + digital) and 4 analogue 

output channels there is no need for external AD 

or DA circuits. The module offers outstanding 

operating and controlling capabilities for large and 

complex PA systems via  NetControl2 software,  

enabling the remote control of various modules. 



Inputs

Protection system

Transparent sound
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The latest protection system carries out an 

advanced analysis of signal level.  When 

transducers operate in the nonlinear domain, 

either at high excursion, high temperature or high 

voltage, protection system acts as a smart power 

regulator to extend the component durability, 

while maintaining the highest dynamic range.

DSP operating at 96 kHz with 32 bit float precision, 

the DSP combines IIR and  FIR filters to generate 

perfectly linearized phase curves and significantly  

improved impulse responses for an even, more 

natural, transparent and realistic sound experience.

Inputs are available in analogue and AES , AKM 96 

kHz A/D converters at the front-end yield an 

impressive encoding dynamic of 120 dB. AES/EBU 

digital  inputs operate with sample rate converters 

from 44.1 kHz to 192 kHz.



4 x Female XLR-3 connectors (Neutrik®)

PERFORMANCE
THD (20Hz-20kHz for 1W): <0.1%

THD (1kHz and 1 dB below clipping): 0.05%

DSP Processor: 2 × 4 German DFM® processor

Signal-to-Noise ratio: >120dB

Frequency response (+/-0.1dB) 10Hz-34kHz

Damping factor: >500

Input impedance: 20kOhm balanced /10kOhm unbalanced

REAR PANEL
Output: 4 SpeakOn connectors (Neutrik®)

Input: 2 Female XLR-3 connectors (Neutrik®)

Link: 2 Male XLR-3 connectors (Neutrik®)

Network: RJ45 connector

Led Indicator: Input, limiter, clip & error

ELECTRICAL
Input voltage range: 200-240V˜50Hz

Protections: Short circuit, open circuit, thermal, overload, DC, super audio protection

PHYSICAL
Dimensions:                  483×453×88 mm. 

Weight:                                           16.5 Kg.

OUTPUT POWER
Stereo @ 8-Ohm

Stereo @ 4-Ohm

Stereo @ 2-Ohm

Bridge @ 8-Ohm

Bridge @ 4-Ohm

Inputs

IMD924
4 × 1300W

4 × 2200W

4 × 2400W

2 × 4400W

2 × 4800W
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IMD1624
4 × 2200W

4 × 4000W

4 × 4500W

2 × 8000W

2 × 9000W
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IMD944
4 × 1300W

4 × 2200W

4 × 2400W

2 × 4400W

2 × 4800W
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IMD1644
4 × 2200W

4 × 4000W

4 × 4500W

2 × 8000W

2 × 9000W
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Specifications
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4  Female XLR-3 connectors (Neutrik®)

4 × 4 German DFM® processor

20.5 Kg. 16.5 Kg. 20.5 Kg.


